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Abstract 
We consider the coefficients of the conformal ma,pping ~~ given by Douady and 
Hubbard from the exterior of unit disk ont,o the exterior of the Mande]brot set. As a, 
consequence, we prove Don Zagier's conjecture. ¥Ve als.o extend a dynamical system 
to higher degrees. 
1 . Int ro duct ion . 
In [D-H], Douady and Hubbarcl proved that the. ~_/landelbrot set 1¥rf is connect,e_d by 
constructing an analytlc homeomorphism 
oo ~~(_.-) = -- + ~ bmz~m (1) 
m=0 
of C ¥ D onto C ¥ 1141, w'here D = {w e C : Itvl < 1}. Jungreis [J] presentecl an a,lgorithm 
which obtains the coefficients bm Of this ma,p. Since then t,he detailed propertie_s_ of t,he_se 
coefficie.nts ha,ve been investigated by Ewing-Schober [E-S~'90, E-sq. 2] a,ncl Bielefeld-Fisher-
Haeseler(-Zagier) [B-F-H] . 
In thls' notes, we first implement Jungreis' algorithm on an actual c.omputer in an efflcient 
~vay. And then we extend Ewing-Schober's results on higher clegrees. 
2. JungreiS' algorithm. 
~~fe recursively clefine a sequence of polynomials {･4~},, by 
Ao(c) = c, An+1(c) = [A~(c)]2 + c. (')_) 
Evidently, A~ is a monic polynomial of de.gre_e ')-~. Then we can describe M as follo¥'vs. 
M = {c e C : nll~n~~o A^(c) 71> oo}. 
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The_ maps ~n defined by ~ = A~/2" c,onve_,rge_. Iocally unifonrily In C ¥ M to ~ = ~i-1, n-the inverse of the mapping ~ (see [J ). Slnce t,he ma,ps ~n are one-to-one neal oo ~¥e can ?
define t,helr inverse maps ~n E ~~l' Evident]y, we ha,ve 
4n(~fn( )) = z2 . (:3) 
Our main concern is to ca,lculat,e the coeflicients bm in t,he ecluation (1) expllcltly. 
From (1) and (2), we obtain 
oc' An(~f(z)) ~ 2"-m-1 - z2" + (2nb,n + Cm)z m=0 
¥~rhele Cm e ~[bo " bm-l]' Thus, a,ll coeflicie.nts bm a,re cliaclic. ra,tiona,Is. 
Lemma 1. ([J] Corollary to Theorem 4) 
~(4-) = ~n(') + o(1/ 2~+1_2); Izl >> 1. (-4) 
Using (:3) and (4), Jungrels proposed the followlng algollthm 
1. Suppose we want to obtain the values bo, ' ' ' , b/ Let 
?
~r(~.) = ~~ + ~ bm4 _ - 'n 
1'+=0 
9_. Choose an int,eger k ~ I satisfying I ~ 2k+1 _ 3. 
3 Substltute c ~ ' in 4k(c) in (1)_) and compute the coefficlents of _2 1 .2k-1-1 = (~) * . , , 
4. Then, we can compute the va,1ues of bo, ' ' ' , bl recursively. 
Exanlple: I = 1. 
l. Let I = l, so ~(_.') := z + bo + blz~1. 
2. Choose k = l. 
3 Then A1(~~(z)) = z2 + (9-bo + 1) + (b~ + b +9b ) + ()bobl + b ) + b2--2 
ancl flOITI b~+b0+-9bl = O, ¥~re obta,in bl = l/8 4 FIOITI -~b0+1 O we obtam bo = -1/2, ..
It is easy to see that the stralght implimenta,t,ion of Jungrels' a,1gorlt,hm require.s huge 
amount of memory in order store to all previous t~,erms. Holve_¥'er, notlcing that bm's_' sa,tisfy 
the equa,tion 
m+2k+1 bf~) bm + ~ b{k~1)b(mk~!) 
i=-.~k-l 
where b(n?") is the coeflicient of z~m In 4n(~f( )) vve can ~~llte a velV efflclent proglam 
': we compute the coefficients bo, ' ' ' , In thls wa) b2045 of ~', a,nd obtaln ?
47 15 ~(z) - ~T + 93 ~ 22z2 + 9-4z6 + 915.7 _ ~ 218..9 + 25.lo +-z-- z 9-7z3 9-l0.5 ~ 
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Figure I is the image of ~ on the polar coordinates with r = 1.0001, 1.05, 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 
l.25, 1.3, 1.35, 1.4, 1.45, and 1.5, and e = 27Ti/240(i = O, . . . , 239), using the approximation 
509 
~(z) = z + ~ blnz~ . m
m=0 
.)rL ?
??
J ~ ~¥ ?? ?
.~f 
Figure I : 
3. ZerO CoefficientS. 
Lemma 2. ([J] Theorem 5, [E-S90] Theorem 3) 
For any integer v ~ 2 and any integer K ~ 2v+1 _ 5, Iet m K2 Then 
bm = O. 
Jungreis shows the case where K = l, Ewing and Schober showed the general case. 
It is conjectured by Ewing and Schober that the converse of Lemma 2 holds, namely if 
bm = O then m has the form of m = K2" where v ~ 2 and K ~ 2v+1 _ 5. In [B-F-H], the 
conjecture is confirmed for m's up to 1000. And in [E~S92], it is reported that there is no 
counter example up to m = 240000. 
We shall show that the conjecture is false for higher degree dynamical systems. Now 
consider the system pd,.(z) = zd + c, where d ~ 2, z,c e C. Denote by Md the connected 
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locus for pd,c' Since Md is connected, an analytic homeomorphism ~d : C ¥ D ~ C ¥ Md 
exists. Suppose 
oo ?~d(z) = z + bd,mz~m. 
m=0 
We obtain the following by modifing the proof of Ewing and Schober. 
Theorem l. Suppose d ~ 2. For any integers v ~ 1 and 11' such that K ~ dv+1 _ 3d + l; 
let m = A'dv. Then 
bd,m = O. 
The following theorem shows that Ewing and Schober's conjecture does not hold for 
d > 3. 
Theorem 2. For any degrees d ~ 3. For all m e N such that m ~ -1 (mod d - l), 
bd,m = O. 
2* Proof. The set Md is symmetric under the rotatlon about the origin through . d-1 Let cv = e2?r$/(d l) Then cvd = ev and so, it follows that 
~~d((~,z) = a)~rd(z). 
Since 
oo cv~rd(z) = cvz + cv ~IJ bdmz~m 
m=0 
an d 
oo ~d(cL;z) = c')z + ~ bd,~(eJz)~m 
m=0 
~ bd,Inz~m + + cvd 2 = (JZ + ~L bd,mz~~ + cv bd,,nz~m, - ~; m~~o ~~- m~~2-d 
The above theorem does not exhaust the whole cases where bd,m = O. In fact, by 
numerical computation, we see that b3,21 = O, b3,225 = O. 
4. NOnzerO COefficients. 
From the results of [E-S92] , we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. For v ~ I and K = 2v+1 _ 3, 2v+1 _ 1, if m = K2v, then 
bm = ~ (2v+1 _ 4)! 
2K2"!(2' - 2)! ' 
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For v > 2 and K = 2"+1 + I ifm K2 
b --m~ 
then
3(2" _ 6)2"+1! 
22"+1+4(2"+1 l)(2"+1 _ 5)2'!(2' + l)! ' 
The first half of this theorem shows that Zagier's conjecture holds. Namely, 
Corollary 1. (D.Zagier's conjecture [B-F-H]) 
For v ~ l, Iet the first two odd integers ml < m2 Iarger than 2"+1 _ 5 
bml2' = 4bm 2' 
Then
From the second half of the theorem, we have the following. 
Corollary 2. 
lim sup m 54~ J b~ 
m~oo 
19 3 . 2T ~V~F 
Proof. An application of Wallis's formula to 
the asymptotics lb*1 - 3/(26+5'12fi) as v ~~ 
the last coei icients in 
oo. Since m - 22v+1 
theorem 3 Ieads to 
as v ~~ oo, we have 
m514lbml - 3 . 219/41V~F as m ~> oo. 
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